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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN
PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY AND PEACEMAKING

IN THE WEEK BEGINNING 24 APRIL 1998

Department of Political Affairs

AFRICA

Burundi: On 23 April, at least 76 people, including 29 civilians, are reported to have been killed
in fighting that began in outlying areas of Bujumbura. The army reportedly killed 47 rebels.
President Buyoya went to Rwanda on 24 April to seek that country's cooperation in fighting Hutu
rebels who were said to make incursions into Burundi from southern Rwanda. Following this visit, it
was announced that the Democratic Republic of Congo had signed separate agreements with Rwanda
and Burundi in order to reduce insecurity along their common borders. The Commission on Human
Rights has expressed concern over the human rights situation in Burundi, notably over the
indiscriminate violence against the civilian population and the forcible recruitment and kidnapping of
children by armed rebel groups.

Chad: For the first time since the occupation of part of Chadian territory by Libyan troops (1980-
1981), Moammar Gadhafi is paying a three-day official visit to Chad to host a "prayer session"with ten
Heads of State, marking the Muslim New Year. This will be followed by the Summit of the Libyan
created Community of Sahel-Saharan States (COMESSA). His visit which was marked by a donation
of equipment and financial aid totaling $1.5million to Chad, might signal a rapprochement between the
two countries and could affect the close ties betesgsen Chad and France.
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Comoros: A delegation from the EuropeariParliarnent led by former French Prime Minister
Michel Rocard visited the Comoros last week forjalks oh cooperation between Moroni and the
European Union. The delegation appealed for national reconciliation. It then traveled to separatist
Anjouan reportedly despite the objections of the Comorian Government, and held talks with
secessionist leader Mohamed Abdallah. The latter welcomed the visit as a demonstration of the
European Union's support for freedom.

Congo-Brazzaville : On 25 April, visiting UNICEF Executive Director Carole Bellamy held talks with
President Sassou Nguesso on the reeducation of child soldiers and on the question of landmines. The
authorities announced on that date the seizure of over 5,000 weapons throughout the country since an
arms collection drive started in December last year. In another development, Justice Minister
Pierre Nze, on 28 April, said that in May, the Government would request the assistance of international
bodies in setting up a criminal war tribunal.

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC): A court martial in eastern Congo has convicted and
sentenced 20 people to death, including soldiers accused of mutiny. The sentences were handed down
in Bukavu where 27 Tutsi soldiers were arrested after a February rebellion in protest against plans to
integrate them with members of other ethnic groups. Tensions have been high in the east of the country
where Tutsis from Congo and Rwanda are struggling to keep their positions in the army and local
administration. Several rebel groups which claim to be fighting Tutsi domination have since sprung up
and include tribes that are indigenous to the area and which regard the Tutsis as foreign invaders.
Despite international protests, Congolese military authorities have executed scores of people, most of
them soldiers, in an attempt to maintain tight discipline.



Gabon: Defense and Interior Ministers of the 11 states members of the UN Advisory Committee on
Security Questions in Central Africa opened a three-day conference in Libreville on 28 April on the
problems of insecurity, arms proliferation and drug trafficking in the region. The conference also set
out to discuss the Secretary-General's proposals for reinforcing the African countries' peacekeeping
capacities, including the creation of an international mechanism to prevent and manage armed conflicts
in Africa.

Niger: On 29 April, in an attempt to ebb the tide of political violence in Niger, President Bare
Mainassara invited cabinet ministers, members of parliament, senior civil servants and heads of unions
and state companies to a brainstorming session on the country's problems. Several demonstrations
lately calling for the President's resignation have turned violent and, in reaction, some of his political
allies have left the ruling coalition. Meanwhile, a severe drought is threatening some 3 million people
with starvation.

Nigeria: Voter turn-out for the parliamentary elections on 25 April was extremely low. According to
unofficial results from 24 states, the United Nigeria Congress Party (UNCP) won an overwhelming
majority of seats in the Senate and in the House of Representatives. On 28 April, a military tribunal
sentenced six Nigerians, including General Abacha's former deputy Lieutenant-General Oladipo Diya,
and two former cabinet ministers, to death by firing squad for allegedly plotting to overthrow Abacha.
Fourteen out of 30 people tried in connection with the alleged plot were acquitted. No appeal is
possible against the verdict, which is yet to be confirmed by the Provisional Ruling Council, headed by
Abacha. On 30 April, media reported that Abacha had ordered the release of over 100 detainees, most
of them serving sentences for miscellaneous offences.

Rwanda: Following the first public executions carried out by the Rwandan government of those
accused of participation in the 1994 genocide, the authorities are now pressing Burkina Faso to
extradite Colonel Alphonse Nteziryayo who was governor of Southern Butare at the time of the 1994
genocide and who had allegedly ordered the extermination of all Tutsis in Butare district. Kigali is also
pressing for the extradition of two other Rwandan nationals who have been reportedly put under house
arrest in Mali. Both Mali and Burkina Faso have declared that they have no extradition treaty with the
Rwandan Government and have also hinted that the accused persons might be transferred to the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda at Arusha.

Somalia: On 24 April, all the ICRC hostages were released unharmed. Despite the claim to the
contrary, the Mogadishu-based leaders have so far failed to form a Benadir regional administration.
The absence of any signs that Aidid is withdrawing his militia from Baidoa does not augur well for the
rescheduled date of 15 May for a Baidoa conference either. Meanwhile, as a result of heavy fighting
during the weekend of 25 April with the Marehan militia, General Morgan's Majerten has expanded
it's area of control well beyond Kismayo. Aid agencies have suspended operations in the area. On the
diplomatic front, Italy has called a meeting of IGAD partners on Somalia in Rome on 4 May, which
Ethiopia and Egypt are expected to attend.

AMERICAS

Haiti: On a two-day visit to Taiwan, President Preval gave assurances of Haiti's support for Taiwan's
UN bid, and signed agreements for grants and loans in the amount of $60.4 million. The two also



agreed to an increase in their resident diplomatic representation. On return to Port-au-Prince, Preval
reiterated that he would soon nominate a new candidate for Prime Minister. Since the Chamber of
Deputies will be in recess from 11 May to 8 June, the ratification of any new Prime Minister cannot be
expected before mid-June.

Guatemala: The Guatemalan Government has established a High Level Inquiry Commission, with
which MINUGUA is cooperating, to look into the assassination on 26 April of Bishop Juan Jose
Gerardi, two days after he presented a report detailing human rights abuses during Guatemala's 36-year
conflict. The international community, as well as various national groups, has condemned the murder
in the strongest terms.

ASIA

Afghanistan: The first session of the Steering Committee, created to prepare for a Ulema meeting
between the two warring sides, started in Islamabad on 26 April under joint UN-OIC auspices. By
29 April, the Taliban and the Northern Alliance had reached agreement that each side would submit a
list of 20 Ulema and that neither would have the right to veto any member on other's list. However, as
of 10 p.m. local time on Thursday 30 April (supposed to be the final day of the first session) the two
sides could not narrow the gap on the issue of lifting the blockade on Hazarajat.

East Timor: At a four-day convention in Portugal that was attended by over 200 delegates, the
fractious resistance groups formed an umbrella organization, the National Council of Timorese
Resistance (CNRT in Portuguese), and elected Xanana Gusmao, serving a 20-year prison term in
Jakarta, as the overall leader. Jose Ramos-Horta and another figure from inside East Timor, whose
identity was not disclosed for security reasons, were elected vice-presidents. Both Gusmao, in a
message to the gathering, and Ramos-Horta made conciliatory gestures while at the same time
promising to step up the pressure on Indonesia.

Tajikistan: Though the recent meeting between President Rakhmonov and CNR Chairman Nuri
seemed to improve the atmosphere, new clashes erupted on 29 April between an opposition group and
Government forces east of Dushanbe killing at least three soldiers and one opposition fighter.
UNMOT and CNR representatives have been sent to investigate and defuse the conflict.

EUROPE

Albania: Fearing that the Kosovo crisis may deteriorate further, Prime Minister Nano has urged the
Contact Group to deploy NATO troops in Albania to prevent the crisis from spilling over into that
country. Albania clearly lacks control of the mountainous border areas in the northeast.

Cyprus: In a rare occurrence, but obviously connected with Mr. Holbrooke's imminent visit, a
front-page article in The New York Times reported about the Russian S-300 missile system now
scheduled to arrive in mid-August. At the same time, the White House stated that the import of high
technologies to Cyprus could have a destabilizing influence in the Eastern Mediterranean and on
ongoing US efforts. Holbrooke is reportedly planning a quadripartite meeting in July; sources assure
the UN that he will keep the Secretary-General informed.



FRY/Kosovo: The US-sponsored package aimed at facilitating progress on the Kosovo issue, adopted
on 29 April by the Contact Group, includes a number of incentives and a possibility of new sanctions,
including freezing FRY's assets abroad and a ban on foreign investments in the country unless
Belgrade opens a dialogue with the Kosovo Albanians by 9 May. These punitive measures might have
a limited effect as the FRY is believed to have moved funds from its bank accounts abroad after the
issue was raised last month. Meanwhile, the Kosovo Albanians rejected another Serb offer to start the
talks, insisting the four conditions enunciated earlier. The KLA has intensified its activities in Kosovo;
they now launch attacks on the Serbian police and the Yugoslav Army, Albanians loyal to the Serbian
authorities and local Serbs, causing many Serbs to flee the areas near Decane and Djakovica adjacent to
the Albanian border. The number of KLA fighters is now estimated some 2,000, with new recruits
arriving daily.




